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The combinatorial properties of the set of raote%l trees can be viewed ;rlgehraically by 

considering this set as an algebra with one unary and one hinary operation. This viewpomt 

yields solutions to several enumeration problem\. In particular, using a correspondence 

between rc>oted trees and presentations of finite ahelian p-grcxnps devised by A.NJ. Hales, I 

enumerate all preslsntations of it given group. 

Rooted tre;;:; are ubiquitous in combinatorics, computer scierce, chemistry and 
physics, and the problem of finding an ‘orderly algorithm’ (Read [ 131) to produce 
a catalogue of all trees satisfying various conditions is of continuing interest: see 
for example [3,6,7, 11, 121. The parameters usually involved include number of 
edges, number of leave::;, lengths of paths and number of vertices of each degree 
and at each level. Unfortunately the known enumerations of rooted trees of 
various types [5, 131 do not necessarily classify them accordin!; to these parame- 
ters, whereas those enumerations which do so classify them are of ordered trees 
[3]. An important current problem in ~ornh ir,z:tsric~ IS iu iii-d an efficient uniform 
algorithm for finding all the ordered trees isomorphic to a given rooted tree. 

In this paper I use algebraic methods to produce a number-theoretic represen- 
tation of rooted trees which can to used to solve many of the problems mentioned 
above. It turns oslt that my enumeration is the same as Gijbel’s [_‘;]. alld closely 
related to Read’s [13]. However, my algebraic structure carries extr;r information 
about the parameters. Furthermore, the number-theoretic character of the rep- 
resentation means that it is easily implemented by computer. 

The main results are a recursive enumeration of all ordered trees isomorphic to 

a given rootecl tree, methods of listing rooted trees satisfying S?arious extra 

conditions , znd as an :applicatio e solution of a pro 

tions or’ finite abelian p-groups ed by Hales in 19 
each rooted tree can be used to define an 

ey define are iso 
characterize the similarity classes of rooted t 
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dex~~is on a new parameter which I call the height distribution. On the one 
hiind, it is reia:tA to the Ulrn invariant of the ;lbelian P-group, and on the other, it 
is related to the a!gebraic structure of the rooted tree. 

I acknowkdge the assistance of my son Jonathan who wrote all the computer 
programmes. Jonathan is a Year 9 student at Hollywood High School, Perth. 

Let T denote the set of ;ooted trees; for v be the rooted tree 

ohtziined by identifying the roots of u and v, be the rooted tree 

oht:1incd by adjoining a new edge to the root of and calling its vertex remote 

from the original root the new root. 
For example, if 

and V= 

then 

and p(u) = 

Dc’~te by I the rooted tree consisting of a single vertex, and by 3 the algebra 

). Clearly 0 is a commutative associative binary operation with iden- 
tity 8, p 1s a unary operation, and 3 is generated by the singleton (1). 

NOW It.>t JV’ = (N, X, p, 1) denote the algebra cf positive integers under multipli- 
cation, with p : IV -j N defined by p(n) == the 0th priine in the natural order. 

e The mapping C/I : 1 t+ extends uniquely tcu an al’gebm isomorphism of N 
onto .T. 

l[f c#A~z) and 4(nz) have been defined, let 4(n xm)=~(n)&#~(m) and 
1) = p@(n L Since each n E N is a product of pGmes, unique up to order, and 
rime is p(n) for a unique 11, this recursive definition extends 4 to a well 

homomorphism of N *into T. 
The inverse @ ’ is also defined recursively: suppose 4-l has been define 

roQted trees with less than k vertices, and is a rooted tree with k vertices and 
k*oot r. If r has degree > 1, then 2 are rooted trees with 
iess t veriices, ; n 2). I:s r has degree 1, 
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then ), where v is a rooted tree with k - 1 vertices, and WC definch 

v’ A ‘(a) = ,nQ l(v)). Clearly 4 ’ is a homomorphism, and the inverse of 4. 

. (1) The order 
ble with @ and p. 

) c 4-‘(v) is a well-ordering on ,Y compati- 

(2) The l-l correspondence $ was first noted by Ciibel [S], without all the 
algebraic paraphernalia. He usetl it to enumerate rooted trees. For the structural 
results to follow however, we nc.!ed the abstract algebraic definition. 

Our first application is to the sznur. c -ation of ordered trees corresponding to ;t 
given rooted tree, and for this WC must establish a canonical form in the language 

of the algebra 9 for each rooted tree. The definition is recursive: 
A term in .Y satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) 1 is a lerm in LT. 

and v are terms in 9, then U@V is a term in Y. 
(3) If u is a term in 9, then P(M) is a term in .Y. 
(4) Nothing else is a term in 9. 
A term in 9 is reduced if it satisfies (l), (3) and (4) with ‘term’ replaced by 

‘reduced term’, and 
(2’) If u and v are reduced terms in F, neither of which is 

reduced term in 3. 
Finally, a reduced term in 3 is completely reduced if it satisfies ( I), (3 and (3) 

with ‘term’ replaced by ‘completely reduced term’, and 
and v are completeI:/ reduced terms in .T, neither of which is 1, such 

@v is a completely reduced term in Y. 
‘) is to elimina.te redundant occurrences in a term of the iderltity 

1, and the effect of (2”) is to eliininate multiple occurrences of terms representing 
the same tree due to the commutativity of multiplication. Clearly each reduced 
term corresponds to an orderetl rooted tree u, in which the component subtrees 
are drawn in the plane in the order of the corresponding prime factors in an 
expression for &-‘(us, while the completely reduced form corresponds to an 
expression for $-‘( I in which all such factors are in the natural order. 

Occasionally we shall use ‘completely reduced’ to refer to terms in JV as well as 

In any reduced term in 9, z occurs only in t 

)“, and @ only in the context “)@p”. Hence n9 infor 

s and 8’s are omitt 
nversely every s as an una 

reduced term, by insertio 
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(O(O)(OO)) 
~?OO((O)~O)) 
(((O)~)((OO)) 
0((0))(000) 
(OO(((O)))) 
00(00~(00) 
(0 ((0) (0))) 
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For example, the ordered rooted tree 

is represented by the reduced term p( )) which yi&ls the string 

( ) (( ) ( )), while the string ((( )) ( )) is interpreted as p(p(p( ))@~)(1)), repres- 
enting the ordered rooted tree: 

But this l-l correspondence between ordtred trees and legal strings of 
parentheses is just the wzll-known one of Cayleq, described for example in [12]. 

If in addition we insist on completely reduced terms, we recover a version of 
Read’s coding of rooted trees [ 131, with some minor differences due to the fact 
that the ordering of strings of parentheses interpreted as binary digits differs from 
the ordering < established aboLe. 

A major advantage of coding the algebra 9 by strings of parsnthescs is the ease 
with which it can be implemented on the digital computer. For example, Tsble 1 
is a list of the first 200 rooted trees, coded as described above. 

Suppose n = p(q)“@ ~~~~~~ - - - ,$n,bk~ is a positive integer. The number of ways 

of writing n as a product of primes is the number of ways of arranging in a row 
k,+k,+-** + k, coloured balls elf which ki have colour i for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and 
balls of the siame colour are indistinguishable. But this is just the multinomial 
coefficient 

[l,p. XI!]. 

is tric ial ohserwt ion in ,‘7 we fin 

r sach positive htsger n, kt (n) iiv the nwn 

to a given rooted tree <b (n ). 



Thn M’n) as computled recursiuely as follows: 
(1, Nil)- 1 

Nn) = ( k,+k,+..+k, 
k k 

k, 
N(n$V(nJ - - - N(n,). 

Ir 21.s-7 

For applications, one frequently needs a catal*Bgue of all rooted trees satisfying 
certain properties, or in our representation, a lisrr of positive integers correspond- 

ing to such trees. Thus we need to translate rhe tree properties into number 
theoretic properties. The first step is to trapslate them into properties of com- 
plctely reduced terms: the following characteri+zatlon follows ir?-mediately from 
t hc definitions: 

eolrem 2. Ler u be a completely redwced term in Y. Then 
( 1) The nunzljer of occurrences of p in u - :he number of edges of u. 
(2) The number of occurrences of 1 in u = 1 + (the number of occurrences of @$ in 

M) = t\le number ‘of leaves of U. 
(3) Eacltl pair of matched brackets contains a completely reduced term of F, so 

represents a roosted sub-tree of U. 

Let P be an> tree-theoretic property., and T(P) the set of rooted trees having 
property A? Mere is a general procedure for enumerating T(P) which is what Read 
[ 13: caLis an orderly algorithm: 

f 1) Find a lower bound m and an upper bound A4 for the set {n E N: 4(n) E 
T(P)). 

(2) For each t2 between .r?? and M: express n in completely reduced form and 
check whether 4(n) haqs property Z? 

Of course the success of this procedure depelids on finding tight bounds for m 
and A4 and OJI translating P into properties of cb.)mpPetely reduced terms. It turns 
out that i:q manly common situations, both these tasks are fl=asible. Some powerful 
number %eoretic results are needed to establish the following lemma. 

I. Let n and k be positive integers. 
Then F(kn)akp(n) iff (n, k)#(1,2),(1.3) or (1J 

The lemma is trivially true for k = 1, and for n = 1 and k > 3. 
or’k = 2, the Prime Number Theorem [lo] show; that p(2n) > 2p(n) for all n 

grea?er thar. c,(-lrne n,. The size of no depends 0:‘) the. Riemann Hypothesis in the 
followin); way: the larger the first zero of the zet,l f tion for which the Rieman:! 
Hypothesis fails, the smaJEer is no [9]. Fortunate:y sser S&oenfeld and Yohe 

uted that/ the Riemarm Hypothesis hods fcjr the first 3,500,OOO zeros of 
ave shown th:at this is enough to prove that’ p(2n) > 2p(n) for all n 2 11 

[lS]. A trivial computation concludes the case 14: = 2’. 



For k 2 3 and 2 s n 6 20, we WC induction on k and a result of Schinzel [ 161 . 
that 

where W(X) means the number of primes ox. First fix n with1 2 < n G 20, and 
check that for k = 3, p(kn)> kp(n). Assume that for some k >3, p(kn)> kp(n). 
Then 

rr((k -+ ‘I:p(iz))~ n(kp(n))+ rp(nj (since ~(20) = 71 < 140) 

c dp(kn% (p(n)! == (k + l)n, 

so for the (k-t 1)nth prime, p((k+ l)rz)Xk+ l)p(n), as required. 
It remains to deal with the case k 2 3 and n > 20, and fnr this we use a resuh of 

R.osbcr and Schoenfeld [14, Theorem 31. This theorem states that for any n > 20, 

Hrznce p(kn)> kp[n) if 

kn(log n + log log n -- $) c kn(log kn + log log kn - $), 

if log log n + 1 <log k + log log kn, and this is true smce k 3 3. 
Finally, we check that in ;he exceptional cases, 

In order to express the following theorem succinctly we introduce notation for 
the lterares of p and a: 

pvi = p(p(* * * p(W) [n times]; @k = l&&j. * 4h [k times]. 

Theorem 3. Let cf~( n ) be a rooted tree with e L 3 edges, and let 2 - 3i + j, where 
oq<3. 

(1) If j = 0, then 5’ S n S ~“~~(8); 
(2) If j= 1, then C),3’-1<n~pe-3(8); 
(3) If j = 2, then 3 x 5’-’ c n s p’-“(8). 

In each case, upper and lower bounds can be achieved 

roof. Suppose = &n) is represented by a completely reduced term in 3 
containing e occ 

Firstly WC check that the theorem is true for all trees wa’th e = X3 or 5. Now 

assume thal n = p(n,)p 1~) . - * p( nk j and that the theorem is true for each &n, ) 

that has at least 3 edges, 
e lower bourd, assume n, is minimal, so p(n 1) = p(p ‘( 1)’ x p”( I)‘) for 

some i = 0, 1 or 2 an 1 jN. By Lemma 1, p(n,) can be dinainishzd witLout 
altering the number of occurrences of p by changing it eo 

p’(l)‘-’ Xp3(I )‘+I if if 0, 
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or 

p”(i)‘-‘qc(i) if i = 0. 

The latter can be further diminished to p”(l)‘-’ X p’j:)‘. Similar reductions 
applied to the other factors p(h) and to the terms with less than 3 edges yields a 
product of the form ~~(1)~ x p3( l)‘, in which factors of the form p2( 1)” can be 
diminished by replacing them by p”(l)” until the required form is achieved. 

For the upper bound assume ~1~ is maximal, so p(nr) = p’(8) for some i. Now if 
k > 1, y1 can be increased by Lemma 1, since 

p’(8) x p’(8) < p(p’-‘(8) x p’(8)) < - l l < p”‘(8). 

Finally we note that no further reductions are possible since p3(1 j is the least 
reduced term wiiir 2 p’s, p”( 1) the feast ;vith 3, ~~(1)’ the least with 4 and ~(1)~ 
the greatest with at most three. 

The lower bound is achieved by the rooted tree ha.ving [ie] chains of length 3 
and either 0, 1 or 2 chains of length 2, joined at the root. 

The upper bound IS achieved by the chain of length e-3 topped with a 
3-leaved star. 

le. For trees with 5 edn~ U6ys, the minimum of i:iS is achieved by 

and the maximum of 67 by 

. The upper bound qu.ickly becomes comput:itionally infeasible since for 
eight edges we have p’(8) = 19 577. However things dlo not deteriorate so rapidly 
when extra conditions are imposed. 

The proof of the following rec:Gt is similar to that of Theorem 3: 

4 Let &I) be a rooted tree with e a 3 !.:dges a?zd Ia 3 leaves. Let 
e = ti+j, w*herc OCj<t. Then 
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Table 2 

g-T--T-T-z-- 
2 4 b 9 12 16 
3 3 8 I8 35 62 
4 4 14 39 97 
5 5 21 72 
6 6 30 
7 7 

Note that the minimal tree consists of 1 chains, as near equal in length as 
possible, joined at the root. The maximal tree consists 
topped by an Z-leaved star. For example for trees with 
minimum of 81 is achieved by 

of :i chain of length e - I, 
8 edges and 4 leaves, the 

and the maximum of 12 763 by 

Now a slight modification to the programme used to produce Table 1 will 

enumerate the trees having e edges and I leaves for fixed e and 6. For example 
Table 2 presents a count of such trees for e = 4, . . . ,8 and I= 2, .‘. . ,7. 

Let & be a prime, and G a finite abeFian p-group. ef’ine subgroups 

p”G={p”x:xEG} for all n==O,d,... 

and 
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There is a minimal e, called the exponent of G, for which p’G = 0. A non-zero 
x E G is said to have height n if x’ E p”G\p” +‘G. Each p”G[p] admits the field 
with p elements as operator, ; in the obvious way, and the dimension of the vector 

spa e p”G[p] is denoted u,. The sequelice (uo, ul, . . a , u,_.~ ) is called the he&&t 
distributiorr of G. It is a trivial consequence of the Fundamental Theorem of Finite 
Abelian Groups that the height distribution is a complete invariant of G, which 
means that two groups have fhe same height distribution if and only if they are 
isomcrphic. 

The height distribution is related to the better known Ulm invariant [4, p. 1541 
as follows: for n = 0, 1, . , . let u, denote the dimension of the space 

p’Y~[p]/p”’ ’ G[p]. Then the sequence (uo, u,, . . . , u, __J is the IJlm invariant of G. 

In case G is infinite, this provides more information than the height distribution, 
but in our case, they are equally informative, since: 

u, L &I - q, + 1 for n -c e - 1, u, , = 0, , 

and conversely, ‘pi,, = IT:,‘, ui for n s e - 1. Thus Q Z= u1 2 - - - 2 Q_+ and to each 
such sequence there exists a finite abelian p-group G having height distribution 
(Uf,, 2;r,. :. , IJ, . 1 ), unique up to isomorphism. 

In case G is expressed as a direct sum of cyclic subgroups, say 

G =[u,]CB[a&B - +B[ak], 

where a, has order p”“‘, then for each order pj, the number of summands of order 
p is the jth term Uj _1 of the Ulm invariant. 

In 1969, Crawley and Hales [2] characterized an impc~rtant class of abelian 
p-grouns. which includes the finite ones, called the simply presented groups. These 
arc the abelian p-groups having, a presentation of the form G =(X; R), where X 
is an irredundant set of generators such that, if x E X, then px = 0 or px E X, and 
all relations in R are of the form px = 0 or px = y. 

For example the group G derfined above has a simple presentation G = (X; I?), 
where 

For any simply presented group G, G is finite if And only if X is, and in this 
case, a simple presentation (X; R) defines a unique rooted tree T((X; R)) as 
follows: the vertices are X U {Oi, 0 is the root, and thl:re is an arrow from vertex x 
to vertex y if and only if px = y. Conversely, a roilted tree defines a simple 
presentation P( ) = (X; R) in which X is the set of non-root vertices, the root is 
the group identity 0, and px = y is a relation in R if and only if there is an arrow 
from vertex x to vertex y. Here we are considering, a rooted tree as a directed 

all arrows directed towards the root. 
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For example, in the case of G defined above, T((X; W)) has the form 

where the Eth chain has length n(i). A reduced term representing this tree is 

A finite abelian p-group has in general many simple presentations, and in 197 I, 
Halts [S] posed the following problem: find the set of all different rooted trees 
which correspond to simple presentations of a given finite abelian p-group (;. 

It follows from the first paragraph of this section that this is equivalent to 
find:ng all the rooted trees u such that P(u) = (X; R) represents a group G with a 
given height distribution. Now it is a co equence or” Theorems 3.4 and 3 
tk.2 for all x E X, x E p”G if and only there is a path of length n in 
~minates ;it x, and the exponent of G is the length of the longest path 
let us define the height of a vertex x of u to be the length of the longest 
terminating at x, the exponent e of to be the height of the root, and the hei& 
distribution of u to be the sequence (u,, Q, . . . , II,_, ). where Ui is the number of 
vertices of kight i. Note that uO b ZJ~ a - . - a v, _ , . 

Finally, it is an easy consequence of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of [2] that the 
dimension of p”G[p] is precisely the number of vertices of M whose height is n. III 

other words, the height distribution of G is just the height distribution of arri 
rooted tree u such that P( ) is a simple presentation of G, and Hales’ problenl 

boils down to finding ali rooted trees with a given height distribution. 
The effect of the operations in .T on height distributions is clear: kf 

height distribution dI = (Q, II~, u2, . . . , has height distribution C& =: 

(w,, WI, w2, * - * ‘t wij with J’ s k. then height distribution ‘d, + d, =I 

(?lo+W~j . . . . . Vj+Wi,Ui+iy.. .,I.&), a has height distribution 

(UC,, 01, * - - , L’kr 1). 

We now present an algorithm which will determine the height distribution of :I 
rooted tree from its completely reduced form, and then show how compleltel;i 
reduced terms w .t ution are relate oth results arc 

accomplished by letely reduced terms. 
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6.1. A hsorpion 

i,ct ~1 tic ;i rooted try 4th height distribution (q,, u,, . . . , II,). N7c have 

previously noted that I.I~) = number of leaves in ; ul, being the number of vertices 

of height 1 in is the number of verticcb G f height 0 in the rooted tree A( 

obtained by deleting all the leaves of n; for i = 2, . . . , e - 1, q is the number of 
vertices of height 0 in the rooted tree A’(u) obtained by deleting all the leaves of 

A‘ -‘h). 
‘Therefore we define the operation absorption on completely reduced terms as 

follows: 
A(n) is the completely reduced term obtained from n by replacing each 

occurreli:e of p( 1) by 1, :md then using identity property BO rewrite the resulting 
term in completely reduced form. 

For example, if n = p@(l) x p(p( 1)) x p(p(p( I)))), then 

AlfU; ptp(Uxp(p(lM, and A’(4 = p(p(lN. 

Since this OptZiZiibii <criesponds to deleting the leaves of d(n), the heighr 
distribution of &I) is (zL,, ul, . . . ., c,._,), where Ui = number of occurrences of 1 in 
A’(n 1. 

Table 3 is a list of height distributions of the first 100 trees, produced by a 
computer program using, the algorithm just described. 

67 .A. Nomzalization 

In order to apply the orderly algorithm to list the rooted trees with a given 
height distribution, we :leed upper and lower bounds. We next define a transfor- 
matio!] which replaces each rooted tree by a smaller one having the same height 
distr iluiior1. 

Each reduced term fi > 1 has the form 

M = pm(pil(n,)$+z2) l * . pik(nk)) 

where the t2j are reduced terms, m 20 and k and the ij 2~ 1. If m # 0, i.e. if the 
root c,f &I) has degrc:e 1, rearrange the terms inside the main bracket so that 

11 = max{i,, i2, . . . , ik}. 

The normalization c:f n is the reduced term 

N(n) = pm --I ($l+‘(nl)pi2(n2) - * - pi+zk)). 

(1) By Lerrma 1, N(n)< n; the exceptional cases of Lemma 1 cannot 
occur since i, = max{i, , iz, . ., . , ii,>, so the term in the main bracket is at least 4. 

(21 T’he effect of ml +rmalizafion on the corresponding rooted tree is to pick out 
path as thle main trunk and to slide the rest of the tree one edge down 

terms in the main bracket can be rearranged to 



Enumerurion of fw)ted trees 

2 (1, 3 (1,l) 

5 (l.l,l) 6 (2, 1) 

8 (3 9 (2.2) 
11 (1.1, 1, 1) 12 (3,l) 
14 (3, 1) 1s (2.2.1) 

17 (2.1, P) 18 (3.2) 
20 (3, 1, 1) 21 (3,2) 
23 (2.2. 1) 23 (4. 1 I 

20 (3. 1. 1 I 27 (3.3) 
29 (2, 1.1.1) 30 (3.2. 1 I 
32 (5) 33 (2.2. 1, 1) 

35 (X2.1) 36 (3.2) 
38 il. 1) 39 (3.2, 1 I 

41 (2, 1. 1, II 32 t3.2r 
44 (3, 1, 1, i) 35 (3.3. 1) 
47 (2.2, 1. !I 4s (5, 1) 
50 (7 . . -, ’ - ‘) 51 (X2.1) 
5.7 (4, 1) .sj (4,3) 

56 (5, 1) 57 (42) 
s9 (2, 1, 1, 1) 60 (4.2, !) 
62 (2,1.1, 1. 1) 63 (4.3) 
65 (3 -1’. 7 - 3) 66 (X2,1,1) 

68 (~4, 1, 1) 69 (3.3. 1) 
71 (3, 1. 1, 1) 72 (5.2) 
71 (4.1, 1) 75 (X3,2) 
77 (X2.1.1, 7s (4.2. 1) 
80 (5, 1, 1) 81 (4,-c) 

x3 (2.2, 1, 1 I 84 (5.2) 
I56 (4,1,1) 87 (3.2. 1, 1 I 
x9 (4,l.l) 90 (4.3, 1 I 

4 (21 

7 (1.1) 

10 (2.1.1) 
13 (2.1.1) 

16 (4) 
19 (3,l) 
‘2 (2.1. 1. 1) 

2s (2.2.21 
28 (4.1) 

31 (1, 1. I, 1. I) 
34 (3. 1. I) 

37 (X1.1! 
30 (-I. I. 1 I 
33 (3. I. I, 

4h 13,:. 1) 
39 t4.2) 
52 ‘4,1,1, 
5s (2 . -, ’ ’ -, 1) 

5x (3,1,1,1) 
61 (3,2,1) 

64 (6) 
67 (X1.1) 
70 (4,2, 1 I 
73 (3,2,1) 

76 (5, 1) 
79 (2.1,1,1,1) 

82 (3, 1, 1,l) 
xs (3,2,2) 
88 (4, 1. ’ 1 I . 
91 t-t, 2, 1) 
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92 (4.2, l! 93 (2.2, 1, 1, 1) 94 (3.2, 1, 1) 
95 (4.2, 1‘ 96 (6. 1 I 97 (2.2, 2, 1) 

9x (S.2) 99 (3.3, !. 1) 100 (-I, 2. 2) 
--- 

(4) Normalization preserves height distributions. 
We n(3rw define a completely normalized tree to be one of the form 

coexists of k chains of lengths i,, i2, . . . . lk jointed at the root. 

ident Lat any rooted tree can be transformed CO a unique completely 
normali::ed tree with the same height distribution bly successive applications of 
normalization to its corresponding number in xmpletely reduced form. 

. (1) For each rooted tree v there exists a uniqut completely normalized 

with the mm? height distribubon. 
(2) Of cxlE trees with a givetz e completely no 

ohe miir imum. 
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Having found a canonical tree and a tight lower bound on values of trees with a 
given height distribution, we must now find a tight upper bound. First, note that if 

ha!, height distribution d = ( uo, II,, . . . , ok), then v has If_,, Ui edges and u. 

leaves, so Theorem 4 gives a coarse upper bound, and the orderly algorithm can 
in principle proceed. One would like a better upper bound, however. Unfortu- 
nately, absorption and normalization are not in general reversible, so a recursive 
procedure is required to find the maximum. 

IA3 be a rooted tree with height distribution d = (u,,, ul, . . . , II,_,). Then 
cont:iins uI ; chains of length e, joined to the root. Label their vertices with their 
height. Now suppixc the ‘rree has been partly constructed to form a tree w with 
height distribution d’ = ( uk, uk. . . , vk, vk+,, . . . , v, _, ), where the last e - k entries 
art‘ r;he last e -- k crrtries of d, and the first k are constant, and suppose 
maximum tree with helgilt distribution d’. Label the vertices of u’ with their 
height. 

Now take w = vk__, - Uk chains of length k and consider them attached to the vk 
vertices of u’ with label k in all possible ways: there are I$ such ways. Choose the 
maximum of all the resulting trees for the next step of the recursive construction 
of u. 

For example, suppose 12 = (4,3,2,2) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

s1cp 1: Step 2: Step 3: 

We call this procedure hashing, and after e applica:ions of hashing, the 
resulting tree is called hdzshed. We must now verify that hashing always produces 
the maximum rooted tree of given height distribution. 

. Let ’ be tlze maximmn r&)ted tree with height distribution d’ = 
! uI., ukT . . . , vk, uk + 1, . . . , “Jr. , ), bh?re k < e - 1 . 

be the tree obtairled by hashing is the nzaxirmrn tree with height 

distribution d = (vk _ 1, Uk _ 1, . . . , Uk__ 1, Uk, . . . , U,.. I). 

Firstly note note that since hashing adds 1,~ = 2)&l - vk vertices of each 
vc height distribution cl, 

be the unique maximum tree with height distribution d ; 

’ of height distribufion d’ by i:tttachins w chains o‘l length k 
for if one were attached CO ;a vertex of greater height, 
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But since both ’ have tnc same number of vertices of height 0, I, . . . , k, 
the effect of attaching sdy s such chains to a vertex of height k is tci transform ;t 
subtree pk( 1) into pk( 1 V. 

NOW let 8 be a 1-l corresf.oncknce between vertices of height k in 
vertices of height k in . If in constructing from I#, s chains of length k were 
attacki to vertex x, cn atrach s chain of length k to vertex O(x) in 

Continue this procedure until 6 is reconstructed, and let a” be the corresponding 
trr~:.sformation of 

If $4 II’ before this procecrurc, then 5< U” after :hc procedure. Yut this 
contradicts maximahty of ‘; since U’ is the maximum tree of 
height distribution d’, this eaves ii’= u’. But itself is the maximum tree wtilich 
can be obtained from ’ by att;lr:hing w chains of length k, so 

This completes the proof of !he following theorem: 

6. ( I) For euch roorea tree v .thert exists a unique hashed tree u having 

the same height distribution. 
(2) Of all trees with a given height distribution, the hashed tree u is the 

maxi #nurn. 

We can now present the algorithm for enumerating all rooted trees with given 
height distribution d = (II{), ul, . . . , v,_ *). 

Let &(nz) be the completely normalized tree, and &(M) the hashed tree, with 
height distribution d. 

For n == m to M, 4(n) has height distribution d iff for i = 0 to e - 1, the number 
of Occurrences c?f 1 in A’ ( II ) = r,. 

For example, let d = (3,2, 1). Then nz = 30. M = 73 and the seven trees with 
height distribution d are: 
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Table 4 
-~- --- 

Height tiistrihutictn No. of tr ‘c\ 

(4.2, 1) 
(392.2) 
(4,X 1) 
(4,3.2, 
(5,3, 1) 

(3.2. 1. 1) 
(4.2. I. 1) 
(4 3 3 1) .- 3., 

17 
9 

11 
9 

29 
1-t 
41 
16 
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